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Bayberry Election News

From The President

M

A

y first real job as President of Bayberry was when I received a voice mail
message from Steve Conte. “You better get down here. Half. No, Three quarters.
OMG! The whole bleeping place is on fire!!!”
Before I left my wife's side and my day-old baby
daughter Kallie to tend to business, I called Ron
Hutner, then Art Kaplan, and then George Benko
to see if this was just another one of Stephen's horrible pranks. None of them was answering; I got
nervous! I finally got Charlotte Kaufman on the
phone, who politely told me that Monroe was
down at the pool roasting marshmallows and taking inventory. Oh, what a night!

n election of Officers and Directors for
the Bayberry Board of Directors will be
held at the Day Room at the Pool on
Tuesday, December 19, at 8:00 P.M. All Association members are invited to attend. The following
are the nominees for officers:
President:
Cliff Greene
Vice-president:
Una Hopkins
Treasurer:
Jennifer Syken
Recording Secretary:
Jay Shapiro
Corresponding Secretary: Mitchell Fleiss
Five candidates will be elected for a three-year
term. One will be elected for a one-year term, and
two will be elected as alternates. The following
are the nominees for Directors.
Jackie Armiento
George Benko
Patty Cohn
Valerie Fertel
David Fidock

Needless to say, the winter months were spent
working through insurance issues, hiring contractors, hiring a new concessionaire, and working
with a newly formed pool committee and concession committee towards opening day. We started

Carey Samuels Hochberg
Art Kaplan
Andrew Levine
Wendy Benesh-Lewis
David Wade

(Continued on page 14)
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Meet the Candidates on page 2

MAKE YOUR VOTE COUNT
The Bayberry Bylaws state:
“Any member whose dues are fully paid shall
have the right to vote at any meeting.”
Please pay your October
Association dues or your vote
CANNOT BE COUNTED !!
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Meet the Candidates

T

local attorney with a general practice right on
North Avenue in New Rochelle. Besides acting as
president for the past year and vice-president for
the two before that, I have also been active in
Bayberry's legal issues and will continue to do so
at the request of the Board. My wife, Lesley, and
I were both raised in New Rochelle and attended
Ward, ALMS, and NRHS. We spent much of our
youth hanging out in the Bayberry pool with the
children of many families who are still living in
the community today.
Since moving to Bayberry, we have expanded our family to include Tyler, Luke, and now Kallie.
Together, we will continue to enjoy
the tradition of "hanging out" at the
Bayberry pool for many years to
come!

hose elected will join the following
Directors to comprise the entire Board of
Directors.

One year remaining:
1. Harriet Abrahami
2. Monroe Kaufman
3. Jill Siegel
4. Jay Miller
5. Mitch Weisman
Two years remaining:
1. Steve Conte
2. Hope Herzog
3. Alan Roth
4. Susan Zuckerman

Officers of the Board

Vice President - Una Hopkins
I have been a member of this community since
1996. My husband Bob and I, along with our two
children, live on Pine Park Drive. I am a Family
Nurse Practitioner and a newly claimed Doctoral
Candidate at Columbia University. I currently
work in the Albert Einstein Cancer Center with a
specialty in caring for patients with breast, lymphoma, and head and neck cancers. My professional career has taught me a great deal about
dealing with people and attaining an appreciation
for life, health and community action. I have
served on the following committees: pool, SPG,
concession and social. I served as recording secretary for one year and then gave up the seat so
that my husband Bob could serve as vicepresident. I have co chaired the SPG committee
for 3 years and I am probably
best known for “The BOOBERRY BASH and Haunted
House,” which was a hearty attempt to try and extend the Bayberry pool season deeper into the
fall, as we always had great dif-

Each candidate for the Bayberry Board of
Directors was asked by The Bayberry Bulletin to
write a brief description of herself/himself. We
hope this will serve as a guide for the upcoming
election.
President - Cliff Greene
I have very much enjoyed acting as president for
the past year and have learned a lot from Stephen
and Una and the rest of Bayberry's elders with
respect to running our Association and keeping
our community working together. I am now running again for President with the hope of keeping
all the traditions, community values, and Association unity intact. I recognize that there is a lot of
work that needs to get done every year, and I will
do my best to accomplish as much as possible, as
well as to continue to reach out to others for support, guidance, and help. I believe that it is essential to get more people involved in the activities
of running this Association. To that end, one of
my biggest goals is to better organize our community and keep our Association strong. I am a
2
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Bayberry Board Meetings
December 12, 2005

B

committee for a number of
years and remains interested in
the position.

oard meeting called to order by Cliff Greene
at 22 Pine Park Drive at 7:40 pm.

Discussions about items for
revision were discussed. Tennis currently cannot come to
Association for capital expenditures, and capital
expenditures dollar amounts need to be increased to
be consistent with today’s values.

ATTENDEES Cliff Greene, Una Hopkins, Jennifer
Syken, George Benko, Art Kaplan, Eric Redlener,
Karen Stone, Steven Conte, Hope Herzog, Alan
Roth, Susan Zuckerman, Allan Zuckerman, Perry
Krassner, Stephanie Ginsberg, Edith Goldman, Monroe Kaufman, Jill Siegel, Lynn Jablowsky

Monroe Kaufman chairs the insurance committee.
Insurance coverage for officers and directors currently is $1 million dollars, the cost of which is
$1000 and $5 million coverage for liability
$250,000 umbrella. Discussion focused around
need to increase liability insurance.

All of the various Bayberry committees were discussed. They are as follows:
The executive committee will consist of Cliff
Greene, Una Hopkins, Steven Conte, Art Kaplan,
Stephanie Ginsberg, and Allen Roth.

Discussion was held on the current state of the accident that occurred over the summer 2005. No suit
at present time. Presentation of medical bills and
claim of inadequate supervision is on the table. The
company that was hired to monitor the castle had 3
employees on site. It was concluded that there is
probably adequate coverage for officers, but liability insurance may be on low side. Monroe will review the cost of increasing insurance to 10 million
coverage.

Cliff Greene discussed that an audit committee doesn’t currently exist. We currently have an accountant,
bookkeeper, and treasurer. There are many internal
and external check systems in place. Final check
system is finance committee. Thus, it was concluded
that there would be no additional committee named
“audit committee.”
The finance committee members are Cliff Greene,
Una Hopkins, Art Kaplan, Jennifer Syken, and members from the committee heads. These are Karen
Stone from SPG until one can be elected from the
new SPG committee; Mitch Weisman from tennis;
Laurie Getlan from social; and Cliff Greene representing pool. Numbers from fiscal year ending Sept.
2005 should be ready for review by end of next
week.

Cliff will continue in his role as chair of the legal
committee until someone else offers to assist or desires the position. A suggestion of Laura Gafney to
assist was presented. Cliff will speak to Laura and
explore her interest in assisting in this committee
Karen Stone expressed interest in heading the transportation committee. Discussions around the past
bus costs and financial practicality.

By-laws committee to consist of Scott Stone, Robert
Hopkins, Monroe Kaufman, Bud Harkavy, and
Simone Blejec. By-laws need to be reviewed and
amended.

Concession committee met on 12/7/05 and consists
of Wendy Benesh-Lewis, Jay Miller, Una Hopkins,
Marilyn Shearer, Judy Bornstein. Four prospective

Mitch has worked on and been a part of the tennis

(Continued on page 10)
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Community News
Congratulations
Anne Schlesinger and Jonathan Dorf on the birth
of their baby girl Jessie.
Leslie and Cliff Greene on the
birth of their baby girl Katie.

Welcome to the Neighborhood

Jackie and Todd Brecher on the birth
of their baby girl Samara

Isabelle and Alain Baumann-Lenot 636-3532
60 Old Country Road
ilenot@aol.com

Mara and David Roberge on the birth of their
baby girl Gabrielle.

Michelle and Nelson Boyce
740-4659
23 Hunt Path
michellesanchezboyce@msn.com
Sheila and Ron Fener
38 Old Country Road
Eileen and Sean

Sophie and Eric Bigotte on the birth of their baby
boy Charles

636-3437
sfener@aol.com

Ajay and Allison Mehra on the birth of their baby
boy Abi.
Marci and Marc Esrig on the birth of their baby
girl Kyra.

Kit Fitzgerald and Peter Gordon 633-0220
129 Wood Hollow Lane pglolo@aol.com
Max

Abha Kaistha and Wilhelm Hess on the birth of
their baby boy Johanne.
Elise and Dominic Marchese on the birth of their
baby boy Gianluca

Florence and Bernard Guerra
576-0039
5 Bayberry Lane
floguerrany@aol.com
bgguerra@aol.com

Jasmine and Junior Cintron on the birth of their
baby boy Medison

April Krassner and Tom Nash
632-6004
88 High Ridge Rd.
aik1@nyu.edu

Our Condolences
Bob Breda on the death of your
father.

Sandra Lindsey and William Tomlinson
85 Bayberry Lane
740-3097
Susan and Graeme Malcolm
51 Stony Run

Kenny, Carly and Max Clemons
on the death of your wife and mother, Dani.

813-8329

David Herzog on the death of your father.
Gary Polsky on the death of your father.

Elise and Dominic Marchese
740-3147
52 High Ridge Rd dmarchse2@optonline.net
Gianluca

Gloria Redlener on the death of your mother.
Audrey Stamm on the death of your husband,
Donald.
We regret to announce the death of Jane Weiss, a
longtime resident of our community.
4
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Pool 2006
sic, dancing girls, and delicious savory food to energize the samba dancers among us. Then there was a
Space Invaders Family Night that brought out a number of interesting costumes wielding light wands.
Happily, the good guys won. Thanks to the social
committee, we can enjoy evenings of good food, special entertainment and imaginative decor for a lot less
than we have to spend on such evenings elsewhere.
Another committee headed by the hard-working
chairman, Wendy Benesh-Lewis, was the concession
committee, which brought Nelson to our concession.
He was cooperative, tried to please our finicky crowd,
and had good food. Most of us were happy with the
offerings despite the sometimes long wait times, but
he won the doubting Thomases with his sundaes on
Sunday.
Other improvements were new lounges, pingpong tables, lighting around the pool deck and playground, repainting the buildings, fixing the fence
gates, updating the PA and stereo systems, and scheduling the ever-popular in-pool volleyball game for the
rough and tumble set.
The pool committee welcomes your ideas and invites you to join us at our next meeting, which will be
announced via email.
Harriet Abrahami, co-chair

A

bout this time a year ago, our newly elected
president, Cliff Greene, faced a daunting
challenge when Steve Conte resigned as pool
chairman. Steve had run the pool operations single handedly for ten years or more, and most of us
thought he would do it forever. But Steve decided it
was time to pass the torch and try to have a hassle free
summer.
Cliff, being ever so resilient, used his powers of
persuasion (arm twisting and other methods not authorized by the Geneva convention,) to assemble a
team of 15 volunteers (?) to replace Steve. Lucky for
him, a few of us had previous training, and some of us
even had materials on pool management still in
mothballs. With the first hurdle passed, Cliff said,
turning a novel phrase, “We shall overcome.”
But another and more dangerous event threatened
the Bayberry pool complex -- the FIRE. Thanks to the
quick action of Ron Hutner, our nearest neighbor to
the pool who called the Fire Dept., the conflagration
was mostly confined to the guard shack.. While all of
us were still in shock, Steve gave up his dream of languidly lolling poolside and took charge of the reconstruction, while Cliff inspired the pool committee to
prepare for the new season. Monroe Kaufman took
care of our insurance claim, and we were able to start
re-building.
So we had a great summer, thanks to all the people who attended meetings, took copious notes and
promptly misplaced them, argued endlessly every
moot point, and finally worked hard to bring us to a
summer of fun and sun (mostly).
We hired a good staff of lifeguards under the directorship of Todd Castaldo and asst. director Nicole
Uberall. Thanks for a wonderful job, and also to Matt
Caplan for teaching the SPG children.
The new children’s activities on the weekends
were a big success with arts and crafts and games by
the pool led by the pool staff.
Our newly instituted BYOB Happy Hours late
Saturday afternoons were attended by many. Thanks
to Murray Ginsberg’s wine donations and the occasional trays of crudités provided by Nelson. And outdoing themselves this season, our social committee
headed by Laurie Getlan, impressario extraordinaire,
along with Sue Zuckerman and Simone Blejec, dazzled us with the spectacular Brazilian night with mu-

Tennis 2006

2

006 was another active summer season for
Bayberry tennis. Our membership this year
was 51 families. In June, both courts were
power-washed, and the fence around court two was
repaired. In September, our landscaper cleared the
brush and put down wood chips along the side of court
one. This should minimize the overgrowth of weeds
next summer and allow players to actually retrieve
balls that go over the fence.
We are still investigating the possibility of installing a soft surface on one of the courts, and we will
keep the Bayberry community informed of any developments. For now, the tennis courts are open and will
remain open all winter for any hardy Bayberry tennis
members. For info, please call Mitch Weisman
at 235-3719.
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Meet The Candidates
lenge, but I was up for it. I was able to bring in
some fresh ideas that were appreciated, as the
Board had been stagnant for quite some
time. Anyway, I would like to be a part of this
community, and I thank you for affording me this
opportunity.

(Continued from page 2)

ficulty in seeing the season end. I have always
been driven to volunteer to help build on or improve the task at hand. Being asked to consider
running for vice-president, I saw this as a challenge that would offer me a great opportunity to
help keep Bayberry’s community spirit as its vital interest, while working to build a better Bayberry.

Corresponding Secretary - Mitchell Fleiss
Living on the "outskirts" of Bayberry, my
wife Karen and I get to take the long drive or
walk to the pool during the summer, giving us
the advantage of truly taking in what a wonderful
community we are. For too many years I did not
get to appreciate what it is that we all have over
most of our fellow suburbanites. Most of my
weekends and nights were spent working at my
sports bar and restaurant in Hoboken, N.J. Now
that I have more of a normal lifestyle, I am

Treasurer - Jennifer Syken
I have lived in Bayberry with my husband
for close to 8 years. We have a 4-1/2 yearold son. This will be my 3rd year running
for treasurer. I hold a BBA from the University of Miami, and I am a CPA. My previous work includes working
as a financial auditor for
Price Waterhouse, as manager of financial & merchandise planning for Lord &
Taylor, and more recently as controller for
an Internet advertising company. I look forward to contributing to Bayberry and to
meeting more people while serving my third
year as treasurer.

keenly aware of the joys both of our children,
Noah and Brittany, have been experiencing since
their days as youngsters in the Bayberry SPG. I
look forward to years of fun & relaxation within
my Bayberry community and opportunities like
this to show my appreciation for all we have.

Recording Secretary - Jay Shapiro
I moved into Bayberry a little over a year ago
and have met quit a few people in that time. I
have a two and a half year old daughter who has
already made quite a number of friends in the
development. I look forward to raising her up
here, as my experience so far has been nothing
shy of perfect.
I enjoy being social and getting to know my
neighbors. I also would like to get more involved
in things that affect the Bayberry community,
such as SPG, the pool, social events for the
adults, and more. In my previous residence, I
was on the Board, where I was the youngest person by about 30 years. It presented a slight chal-

Members of the Board
The five candidates who receive the most
votes will serve three-year terms on the Board.
The sixth place will fill in for two years to replace Perry Krassner, and the seventh and eighth
place finishers will serve as alternates.
Jackie Armiento
My name is Jacqueline Donohue, and I live at
349 Pinebrook with my son Joseph Armiento
(age 10), a fifth grader at Ward Elementary. In
(Continued on page 8)
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Meet The Candidates
to be a hard working, strong, giving person who
won't take no for an answer and never gives up on
an idea or project. I would be happy to serve as a
Board member to help the Bayberry community as
a whole. My family and I simply adore this community. I am currently the chairperson for the
concession committee, and I plan to continue as
such for next year.

(Continued from page 6)

May 1995, I moved here with my husband, Warren Armiento, and my stepson, Anthony Armiento
(now 23!) I have loved living in Bayberry all these
years and would love to be a Board member, as I
love listening and working with people to benefit
the community, plan events, and create lifelong
memories for both us and our children! As a certified public accountant and a past Board member
of my New Rochelle cooperative apartment
(served eight years), as well as my parish and
other volunteer activities, I feel I bring enthusiasm
to the Bayberry Board. I look forward to hearing
from residents concerning their desires and suggestions.
On a private matter, it is my pleasure to publicly comment on the incredible Bayberry support
I received when suddenly widowed in August
2005. I cannot describe the thankfulness I feel for
the visits, prayers, gifts, and telephone calls offering help for what was one of the most difficult periods of my life. As a result of my neighbors’ reactions, my son and I have done everything we
could and will continue to do to stay in Bayberry.
As my son sums it up the best, “ Who could leave
Bayberry? It doesn’t get better than this! Bayberry
is our
family!”

George Benko
My wife and I moved into
Bayberry in 2001. We have two
sons, David and Sean. I have
been involved with this great
community since 2001. I am most proud to have
designed and implemented the Bayberry website,
www.bayberryhome.org. For two years I was the
corresponding secretary and am eager to begin
work as an elected member of the Bayberry Board
of Directors. I will continue to work hard for this
community and to help it grow.
Patty Cohn
My family moved into Bayberry in September
of 2004. I am a lifetime New Rochelle resident
and knew that there was no better place for my
children to grow up. We have two girls, Samantha (8) and Alexis (5). Since moving in, I have
been helping the social committee with the annual
parties, and I am on the concession committee as
well. I enjoy being involved in the community.

Wendy Benesh-Lewis
I am the mother of 3 children, Gabrielle,
Shawn, and Korey. My husband, Ken Lewis, and
I have lived in Bayberry for 3½ years. I am currently employed in national advertising sales for
Clipper Magazine, working from my Bayberry
home-office. Previous work experience was in the
non-profit world working for UJA and Israel
Bonds as a fundraiser, events coordinator and mission leader. I have a strong ability to get things
done, and I am considered by most who know me

Valerie Fertel
I have been a resident of Bayberry for over
twenty-three years. I raised my three sons in this
wonderful community, and I am keenly aware of
Bayberry’s special character and the need to preserve our very special community. I will devote
whatever time it takes to perform my duties as a
Board member of the Bayberry Association. I
have previously served as co-chair of SPG.
(Continued on page 9)
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Meet The Candidates
continue building Bayberry’s long-term financial
stability and to maintain and upgrade our facilities. I think we have been doing a good job in the
recent past. If you agree, vote for me.
Previous Service – President 3 years – Treasurer 3
years – Pool committee chair 2 years – Nominating committee – Executive committee – Finance
committee – Board member many, many years.

(Continued from page 8)

David Fidock
Dear Bayberrians, it’s my pleasure to run for a
position as Board member of the Bayberry Association. I live on Stony Run with my wonderful
wife Anne-Catrin and beautiful children Emilie
and Jeremy, and we love this community. For several years I’ve been the recording secretary and
have also served on the Board, so I’ve had a great
opportunity to get to know how Bayberry runs and
appreciate the wonderful neighborhood we have.
As an example of my own
efforts to contribute, in the
spring I organize a painting
session in the playground and
pool area, and I am delighted
to see the extent to which people give their time
freely to making this a productive and successful
event. Bayberry is a unique community and a
wonderful home for our families. I’ll be honored
to serve again on the Board.

Andrew Levine
Bayberry is a fantastic and unique community. We have excellent homes, a beautiful community pool, a summer playgroup, and access to
the woods and Larchmont reservoir. Most importantly, we are a community of good people who
care about one another and think of ways to make
life better for all. I have lived here since 1998
with my wife Maxine Golub and daughters Sarah
and Rachel. I worked on the pool committee this
past year and will continue to do so. I would like
to be part of the thoughtful decision-making
process that has existed in Bayberry for years.

Carey Samuels Hochberg
I've admired this community for the past 2
decades, since my kids and I have had friends here
for some time. I've often thought that if I were to
do it all over again, I would have picked Bayberry
as the community to raise my kids. So, when an
opportunity came to us two years ago to move
here, we jumped at the chance and ended up moving here. I would love to be able to give back and
contribute to the community, as I can see this is
such a unique and wonderful place to live. In the
past, I have been president of the Paine Heights
Neighborhood Association, and I feel community
is essential to having a sense of ease and wellbeing. I am also a yoga teacher, and I would love
to bring that essence to the community.

David Wade
I have lived in Bayberry for almost 20 years
with my wife, Diane, and two daughters Amanda
and Hanah. As the owner of a very busy financial
printing business, I have always tried to devote
some of my personal time to volunteering. In the
early days, I was on the pool, SPG, and concession committees. I have coached girls’ soccer for
over 10 years and have donated my printing services to the New Rochelle Humane Society and
the New Rochelle Fund for Educational Excellence. My years of business experience, along
with an understanding of the Bayberry spirit, will
help me to make the best decisions about the
neighborhood we all love. And Alan promised I’d
win this time.

Art Kaplan
My mission, if you choose to re-elect me, is to
9
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Fund for Educational Excellence

(Continued from page 3)

concessionaires were identified. Menus were formulated and will be given to possible concessionaires.

D

id you know that in 1999 and 2003, New
Rochelle High School music students performed at Carnegie Hall and Lincoln Center
in concerts sponsored by the New Rochelle Fund for
Educational Excellence? And, did you know that on
April 25, 2007, they are going back to Carnegie Hall
with a brand new concert entitled, “Let Us Entertain
You?”
Yes, it’s true. This concert, which is sponsored by
the Fund and produced in close cooperation with the
high school music department, is an exciting and
unique opportunity for New Rochelle High School music students to perform in a world-renowned concert
hall. Proceeds from the concert will benefit the Fund’s
many educational enrichment programs, such as the
SAT Preparation Program, Civics Week, Chess in Our
Schools, the Rubie Saunders Literary Festival, and the
Science Speakers Bureau and the brand new Museum
of Arts and Culture at NRHS.
If you missed the inaugural exhibit at the Museum
of Arts and Culture entitled Norman Rockwell in the
1940s: A View of the American Homefront, don’t
despair; many more exciting exhibitions are being
planned for this wonderful new facility at New Rochelle High School. In fact, the New Rochelle Fund
for Educational Excellence has just hired Theresa
Kump Leghorn to be the director of the museum, and
she has many ideas in the works. The museum is the
realization of a long-standing goal of the Fund to provide a museum experience for New Rochelle students
in their own school district and to provide an important
cultural asset for the community as a whole.
For more information on the concert or the museum, please call Donna Weissman, Executive Director
of the Fund, at 914-576-4657.
Meri Hilton

The pool committee met 12/5/05 and consists of
Cliff Greene, Una Hopkins, Simone Blejec,
Didier Munoz, Jay Miller, Murray Ginsberg,
Susan Zuckerman, Jill Lichtenstaedter, Ron Hutner, Andy Levine, Monroe Kaufman. Tasks of
running the pool were divided. Susan Zuckerman has had discussions with management company. Pool committee will proceed and will have
management company present a proposal to the
pool committee. Cliff will have initial discussions
with company about our “Bayberry needs” after
consult with Steven Conte.
Presentation of proposed expenditures of pool:
Driveway repaving: $9-$10,000
Water Heater $4,000-$5,000
Roof over day room
Roof over ladies locker room
Sewage pump
Holes in bottom of pool
Kiddie pool pump
Pool and playground lighting
It was concluded that all items would be reviewed
after finance committee meeting.

April 17, 2006
Board Meeting called to order by Cliff Greene at
the Day Room at 7:45 pm.
Present: Cliff Greene, Una Hopkins, Ron Hutner, Karen Stone, Perry Krassner, Jen Syken, Jay
Miller, Andy Levine, Harriet Abrahami, Simone
(Continued on page 11)
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all, is assistant director and Heather is part time.
Custodial staff still being sought.

(Continued from page 10)

Blejec, Cynthia Mintzer, George Benko, Monroe
Kaufman, Hope Herzog, Art Kaplan, Steven
Conte, Edith, Wendy Benesh, Susan Zuckerman

There was discussion about the parking permits
and their intended purpose. It was agreed that
permits would be offered to those who have lost
or misplaced permits free of charge this year.
Persons missing permits or needing extras should
contact Art.

Executive committee review was presented by
Steven Conte. Discussion of insurance adjustors’
numbers: approximate range $70,000 - $90,000
in recovery cost for fire. Site plans have been
submitted. Discussion around placement of storage shed: cost, size, color and placement. Steve
produced estimate of the following: Approximate cost $2300 plus building of $1000 plus cement $1000 plus $700 for electric. Total cost =
$5000. Discussed the need for approval based
on emergent nature of this shed for opening of
pool for season. Approved with approval of permit for the shed construction. Vote was approved. Shed to be placed for cost of $5000 in
back corner of pool deck with approval of permit.
Colors to be discussed at later date.

The driveway will be patched until construction
completed at the pool and will then be repaved at
end of year.
NEW BUSINESS:
No dogs allowed in playground was approved by unanimous vote. Signs
will be made for playground.

June 6, 2006

Concession committee report by Wendy BeneshLewis: Licensing agreement has been given to
Nelson. He has applied for permits. Agreement
needs to be signed. Permits to be issued.

Meeting called to order by Cliff Greene at 7:30
pm in the pool area
Present: Jay Miller, Marilyn Shearer, Toni
Robin, Wendy Benesh-Lewis, Stephanie Ginsberg, Jen Syken, Mervin Nagourney, Mitch
Weisman, Jill Siegel, Eric Redlener, George
Benko, Bud Harkavy, Art Kaplan, Karen Stone,
Steven Conte, Karen Conte

Pool committee report given: Susan Zuckerman,
Simone Blejac, and Harriet Abrahami chose colors for awning. Awning price quote for replacement is $9200. An extension on the west end of
pool was discussed and was found not to be necessary due to partial shade by trees in that area.
There was discussion about extension to baby
pool area, and it was decided this was not possible, as nothing can hang over the baby pool, and
there was not enough clearance.

Executive committee:
Steve Conte presented
progress from rebuilding. The Building Department paperwork has been filed and we are awaiting permit and framing inspection. Roofing was
completed. We are under budget for repairs. The
lights have been placed. The alarm system is to
be rewired. Auto on at 10:00 pm and auto off at
7:00 am. A shed has been purchased, and we are
awaiting arrival.

Community cleanup date scheduled for 5/6/06
will be organized by David Fidock. The fence
company to be contacted to fix existing gates
from eating area to large pool. Staffing is currently: Todd Castaldo as director, Nicole Uber-

(Continued on page 12)
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Insurance committee update by Monroe Kaufman:
$15M umbrella policy debated (costs $3,000 per
year, would be on top of current policy). Good deal,
but there are pros and cons (SPG not covered).
Have taken 6-month policy. SPG covered by $4M
policy (currently $2,000 - $2,500). Debating umbrella because of issue that came up with child last
year breaking his arm and suing Bayberry. Will be
put on agenda in October. Lawsuit pending and has
been filed: sent information to attorney for plaintiff.
No reply from them yet. Don’t yet know specific
damages (no preliminary conference yet, no discovery order). They demanded $150,000, was denied.

concession committee: Health department inspection; equipment OK. Tile work has been completed. The Health Department is to re-inspect. We
closed all areas on doors, as squirrels were entering.
Take out orders will be available soon.
George Benko reported on our discussions with Cablevision regarding WiFi at the Pool area. WiFi can
be installed at a cost of $199 for the installation fee
and $50 monthly. A land line will remain for 911
calls. A vote was taken and approved. George will
supervise installation this week.

Meeting Called by Cliff Greene at 7:40 in the Day
Room

Pool topics: A discussion of getting a pool solar
cover was raised by Stephanie Ginsburg. They are
known to work. Cost of covers would be $750 for
two. The purchase of rollers would be $7,000, but
they are cumbersome and expensive. Not a big investment to purchase two covers alone and give
them a try. Does extend the season. Holds temperature better overnight. It is like better quality bubble
wrap, cut to dimensions of pool. It is pulled out and
put in corner. Safety issue: Susan Zuckerman argues that it’s perfectly safe. Steve Conte: questions
the problem of safety hazard and accidental drowning. Vote to table until next meeting. New pool rule
change: any kids who have not passed deep pool
test have to be supervised by an adult. In the absence of adult supervision, they can only use a flotation device that is approved by pool director or is
coast guard approved. Can bring them in to private
party. Water wings are not approved.

Pool renovations update by Cliff Greene: Renovations won’t be completed before the end of season.
There is a no-smoking policy. Biweekly meetings
being held with lifeguards. Pool committee meeting
Thursday night. President chooses chair, and participation is voluntary. Discussion about new room
throughout winter. Don’t yet know who will replace
Todd. Looking for people.

By-laws: Scott Stone is the chairman of the by–
laws committee. Few proposed changes, which
have all been approved by the committee. Board
has to vote to propose the changes to the Association, and two-thirds of the voters have to agree to
the changes. Have ballot and election. 1) Propose
to remove mention of operating a bus or having a
bus committee; 2) Capital expenditures: propose to

Discussion was raised on the cost, risks, and benefits of a pool cover. It will be placed on the agenda
of the next meeting.
Insurance committee: An umbrella policy for $15
million does not cover SPG. An additional policy
would cost approx. $800 - $900. It was concluded
that we will have further discussions at the next
meeting with Monroe present.
Bayberry lawsuit: The child has re-enrolled for the
summer.

July 25, 2006
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increase amount to $2,000 for expenditures not
agreed upon by committee (raised from $500); 3)
$5,000 changed to $10,000 for capital improvement
Association vote; 4) Propose that tennis courts become part of capital expenses; 5) Nominating committee – from 3 to 4; 6) Some changes from Section
5 page 11 (from 3/4 to 2/3, about impeachment);
7) President may form any additional committee as
he or she may see fit; 8) Adding a provision about
loss of use of facilities and detrimental conduct.
Recommend to community that it be raised to
$7,500.
Tennis: debate about whether tennis courts should
be incorporated into Association and that the costs
of their maintenance be rolled into Association
budget. Proposal: make tennis an equal facility; still
have to pay separate dues. Allows tennis committee
to ask for capital expenditures. Discussion to keep
dues as they are. Perhaps if we could bank some
money, then we could add lights to tennis courts.
Will continue to be self-sufficient committee.
Money remains property of tennis committee. Gives
Association the right to spend capital expenditures
on tennis. Approved.
Arrears: There was a proposal to add language to
the by-laws to allow Board of Directors to enter
into written agreements (approved by Board) to
solve the problem of arrears. Currently there are
arrears in a total amount of approximately
$264,000. About 28 homes in arrears. High end
numbers about $8,000-$13,000. Cliff Greene proposed that a written agreement be given to homeowners to pay their arrears debt. This would be
voluntary and could be done upon the refinance or
sale of their home. At present, there is nothing in
the by-laws to allow us to raise this option to
homeowners. Art Kaplan has done a tremendous
job to cut deals and bring people into Association.
Art’s typical deal: pay off arrears over 3-4 years.
Cliff Greene and Una Hopkins discussed the possi13

bility of more flexibility in arrears negotiations,
perhaps appoint a committee to address this.
A homeowner brought up the problem that his dog
had been attacked by another dog in the neighborhood. This large dog raced through its electric
fence to cause this attack. The police were made
aware of the situation, and they have spoken to the
dog owner. It seems that the invisible fences was
inadequate and does not work for this dog. There
was much discussion on the issue. The problem
needs to be addressed further at another meeting.

September 20, 2006
Meeting called to order by Cliff Greene at 7:30
pm in the Day Room
Board members attending: George Benko, Samuel Nash, Mitch Weisman, Eric Redlener, Laurie
Getlan, Jenn Syken, Jay Miller, Simone Blejec,
George Benko, Monroe Kaufman, Hope Herzog,
Art Kaplan, Steven Conte, Edith Goldman, Wendy
Benesh-Lewis, Susan Zuckerman
There was discussion about work to be done to the
field next to the parking lot. Two quotes received
for work to be completed: Quote #1 was for
$5,000 for leveling, fill, topsoil, seed and tree
pruning.
Quote #2 was for $7,100 for top soil
and seeding. Not inclusive of fill or leveling or
tree pruning. Motion made and approved to proceed with Quote #1. It was unanimously agreed to
allow George Benko to be project manager and
observe all steps of work
There was discussion regarding the costs of the
fire and insurance claim. We are still awaiting the
final amount spent on the fire loss. Rebuilding is
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attended. Spring Fling at Ciao was attended by
approximately 50 people. Summer social #1 was
a family event, was well attended and went extremely well. Summer social #2 was adult only.
Comments included “best party” and “food was
excellent.” However, six persons signed up and
did not pay or show up. Plans are underway for
Halloween 2006. This summer, party #1 will be
Pirates of the Caribbean, and party #2 will be a
newlywed or comedy nite.

almost complete. Thanks to Steven Conte for his
overall supervision of this project.
Kroleski lawsuit: Ongoing. The adjuster is handling the negotiations. No communication between lawyers and Cliff Greene as requested.
Updates to follow at next meeting.
Thanks to Wendy Benesh-Lewis for the enormous job of coordinating the efforts of the concession stand. Actual numbers
were not available at time of
meeting. Concession committee to meet with Nelson in the
near future to review the summer. Concession committee to
meet early Oct. to discuss the
summer season 2007 and Nelson’s return.

The nominating committee will be chaired by
Alan Zuckerman. The nomination slate will be
presented at the next meeting.

From The President

Pool committee: The pool has been closed.
Thanks to a great committee, the 2006 season
was a great one with many successes. Caulking
was completed around the pool. The pool cover
still needs to be placed. There was a review of
the pool directors. An open search being conducted currently for a pool director for the 2007
season. Discussion about completion of the resurfacing of the pool this year. Harriet discussed
two freezers that need to be removed from the
basement of the pool facility. One freezer was
from Redgate, and the other was donated. The
pool committee will have a meeting and invite
new members to join. It was decided to discuss
the resurfacing of the pool at next meeting.
There was a review of a possible sale of freezers
at the next meeting. Wendy Benesh-Lewis will
design new flyer, Una Hopkins to proofread and
George Benko to post on web and email

(Continued from page 1)

with a marvelous spring clean up run by David
Fidock, who once again helped spruce up our facility for the summer. We got Todd back as our
Pool Director -- he did a great job overseeing and
directing our life guard staff. When Memorial
Day came around, while we still had a lot of rebuilding to do. However, the pool and our facilities were ready to go and were about 90% functional, thanks in large part to Stephen Conte.
Again, where would we be without his general
contracting skills?
The Pool opened, the water was still a little green
(as was the pool committee), but we all survived
and eventually it became blue! The new concessionaire ("Nelson") was off to a great start amidst
some iffy weather, thanks in large part to lots of
hard work by Wendy Benesh-Lewis. And of

Laurie Getlan presented a report on the social
committee. She advised that during the 20052006 season there were four parties. Halloween
2005 (cost: $1200) was well organized and well

(Continued on page 15)
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course, SPG kicked off without a hitch, thanks to
lots of hard work by Karen Stone, Mara Roberge,
Amy Strauss and Karen Abraham. Many good
times were had by all at the pool last summer!
We had our first official children's activities run
by our life guard staff (and overseen by Marilyn
Shearer) and of course our first official "Happy
Hour" run by yours truly with cheese and crackers donated by Nelson!

Wendy Benesh-Lewis, George Benko, Harriet
Abrahami, Monroe Kaufman, Carol Freidman as
well as the board of directors and the executive
committee (which has seen more action than ever
before). We all know that things don’t get done
by themselves and without all of these guys
things would not have gotten done! Thanks!
Cliff Greene

There was no question that our board meetings
this summer about what floaty devices were allowed in the pool, pool covers and the proposed
By Law Changes were much lighter with the
wine and cheese. Two great summer parties coordinated by our very talented Laurie Getlan and
her social committee including Simone Blejec,
Susan Zuckerman, and Patty Cohn, rounded out
the poolside festivities this summer.
As the pool season came to a completion, so did
the construction. We now have a nicely renovated old guard shack as well as a new stand
alone guard shack with all the trimmings! The
suggested uses for the old guard shack will be the
hot topics of many of the upcoming meetings for
2007-2008 season so stay tuned.
It was nice to see everyone at the Bayberry Halloween Party (run of course by Laurie and her
crew) and thereafter on Halloween night for the
third or fourth (I don't remember anymore) annual Halloween After Party on the Greene Lawn.
When we threw the first one, Lesley and I were
not expecting this to become a tradition
but....Speaking of traditions... I hope to see you
all before the winter is over at the Annual Spring
Fling. Keep watching your mail box and email
inbox for upcoming information.
While there are a slew of people that we should
all thank for keeping our neighborhood spirit,
traditions and activities ongoing, I would like to
extend a special thanks to not only people mentioned above but to Una Hopkins, Jenn Syken,
15

Alan Zuckerman and Mark Hochberg on Bear
Mountain at the first annual Bayberry Bear Mountain hike.

